
 
Dragons in late rally! 
Brunswick v St Damians 

Match played in wet, cold conditions at Gillon oval. The co-captains for the day were the 50 gamers, 

Kallum and James.  

St Damians won the toss and elected to kick to the eastern end of the ground which was favoured by 

a 1-2 goal breeze.  

1st Quarter 

The quarter began with rain teeming down which made the conditions very greasy. Ewan was strong 

in the ruck giving the midfield first use however St Damians were able to thwart the Dragons initial 

forward surges. Henry made his presence felt through the midfield whilst Bryce followed up one of 

many good runs from defence into the forward line. Determined play by Mattie in defence was 

making hard work for the St Damien forwards, but ultimately good team football from the visitors 

resulted in an early 2 goal break. The Dragons were getting enough of the ball but couldn’t quite 

convert. A nice passage of play starting from Kallum to Henry to Josh to Marcus saw the Dragons 

with a shot a goal. A good tussle emerged throughout the quarter with Luke getting his head down 

over the ball, George starting to get busy and James putting in great second efforts across the centre.  

Brunswick 0-1-1 

St Damians 3-1-19 

2nd Quarter 

The Dragons began the quarter well with Tom in the ruck spiking the ball down toward the Dragons 

goal. The greasy conditions were making it difficult for players of both sides to control the footy. 

Despite having the wind, the Dragons were constantly being pressured down back. A desperate 

tackle by Ewan in the goal square prevented a certain goal. Not to be denied, Lachie’s stout 

defensive work in the square also staved off another certainty. The St Damien boys were really 



applying the pressure and were rewarded with a further 2 goals in the early part of the quarter. 

Romney in an unaccustomed role on the back flank got important clearances for the side, whilst 

Luke and James in the middle looked to keep the ball locked in the middle of the ground. The 

forwards were being starved of opportunities at this point. Matt, Ty and Josh were teaming well in 

the back line thwarting many opportunities. Bryce and Ewan continued with their hard work around 

the ground as did Kallum, George and Sam across he half forward. St Damians finished with a late 

goal just as the rain finally stopped.   

Brunswick 0-1-1 

St Damians 6-5-41 

3rd Quarter 

The rain came back as the boys started the second half. Ewan back in the ruck and as before was 

getting the hit out to the Dragon’s advantage with Luke, James and Henry the beneficiaries. Henry in 

particular went on one his customary runs through the centre only to be reminded by the umpire 

that he had to bounce the ball at some stage. Josh was doing some bullocking work deep in the back 

line with Matt, Owen and Riley providing run down the flanks. Despite the scoreboard pressure the 

boys continued to fight hard for possession. Ty and Matt (until injured) were busy around the packs 

freeing the ball for the likes of Henry and Bryce while Michael started to warm to his task with 

important touches. The efforts of the Dragons weren’t reflected on the scoreboard but a subtle shift 

in work rate from the boys was noticeable late in the piece. Sam, Declan, Owen and Otis were 

conspicuous in that quarter. 

Brunswick 0-1-1 

St Damians 8-6-54 

4th Quarter 

After a final word of encouragement from the coaches, the Dragons came out firing in the last 

quarter. A strong mark by Kallum in the forward line followed by a pass to Bryce who in turn passes 

to Otis, goal! First for the day.  George to Sam, hits the post! Tom to Henry after another run down 

the ground, a behind! A ball up in the goal square, Tom hit out to George, goal! Tom again out of the 

middle to Henry who passes to Bryce, another poster! Romney down the flank to the goal square 

where Otis seizes on the opportunity for his second goal! Where was this footy in the first three 

quarters? All of a sudden the dragons find another gear and combine well as a team. Michael is 

getting plenty of kicks and Henry, Bryce, Ty keep on running. Good play from the backline with Josh 

to James to George to Sam to Bryce to Riley, great teamwork. St Damians look tired but hold off for a 

well-deserved win. 

Brunswick 3-5-23 

St Damians 8-7-55 

Man of the match was awarded to No17 – Marcus Indirinella of St Damians for his great effort 

throughout the day.  

All in all, the Dragons were unable to play the game on their terms for much of the match thanks to 

a determined St Damians team who applied themselves better in the conditions. Great effort by the 

Dragons in the last quarter to reduce the deficit but alas the margin was too great. Well done to all, 

and in particular to Luke who had an outstanding game. 

Michael & Kal   


